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Listening with…
listening with the neighborhood
at midnight, or at dawn, indoors or outside.
Listening with an awareness that all around you are other life-forms simultaneously listening
and sensing with you – plant roots, owls, centipedes, cicadas – mutually intertwined within the
web of vibrations which animate and surround our planet.
Listening to feel that ‘I am one with all these phenomena. Can I know it?’ I listen to know it.
What we are at one with, we cannot harm.

Annea Lockwood 2018

What did I hear?
● Sit in a favorite place, on a porch, inside with a window open, in a garden, in a parked
car with the windows open……….
● Close your eyes and witness the world around you, your whole sphere of hearing and
being…..
● 10 minutes or more, sink into it, relish it, reward the part of your brain that really listens
in detail……..
● Remember what you heard……...
● Try to remember how the same place sounded last month, last year…...
● Do the same thing tomorrow, next week, next month……..
● Remember them all, compare them all, notice the changes, treasure them all……..
● Flex your listening brain and make it resilient and strong.

Bruce Odland 2020

Awakening in the country
At night before you go to sleep, leave the window open
When you awaken at dawn, be alert to sounds from outside
If it's spring or summer, with a little luck you may hear
the crowing of a rooster. A bit of a cliché, but yes, he will announce the break of day
( that may remind you of a rooster announcing dawn once on a fragrant summer morning in
Umbria
many years ago)
or you may hear the soft cries of a mourning dove
A brief introductory pitch, sometimes with an upward glissando at its start, a pause,
then a second pitch near a minor or major third below
another pause, the lower pitch repeated. And again – twice or three times
***
Bob Watts once said he got good art ideas only in the country
in “Tree Painting” he left color markers dangling from branches of a tree
and just grazing a large sheet of white paper on the grass below
at his farm in Pennsylvania
He would set this up one day, then drive off in his Citroën Mehari
and return the next morning to harvest the art
David Behrman 2020

Sound Portrait: Hearing a Person
In a darkened room, find a comfortable, totally relaxed position.
Listen to a piece of music.
Think of someone you love.
Do not think of the music.
When you find your thought of the person is gone, bring it
back gently.
Let other thoughts come, and then let them go.

As the music progresses, let the thought image of the person
be central.
Be unaware of the music.
Let anything which happens happen, except keep easily bringing
back, letting, the person’s image occupy you.
You will find explanations of the person—the music will explain the person.
The music ideas, counterpoint, extensions, contrasts, repetitions, variants,
Rhythms, textures, qualities of sound, all music elements are of the person,
sometimes very literally, sometimes suggesting, sometimes exact, sometimes
understood, sometimes leading to understanding, sometimes verging on language, always
primarily nonverbal, always a known sense, a coming of a known sense.
You will find after, an understanding of the person you did not have,
and a personal relationship to the music.
The music, too, will be known.

Ruth Anderson 1973

my "personal" sound space - an exploration by ears
a set of little exercises with an experimental character by sam auinger / berlin in early may 2020

This little piece is for anyone who wants to communicate with and to expand the world (indoors) - she or
he is living in - just by listening.
To start this exploration, we will need one object, and we will have to give time and personal attention.
the object
I would suggest you go and find a little stone something like a river pebble, a little pebble you can easily
hold in your hand like a small piece of chalk for writing on a blackboard.
The pebble should be small because we don't want it to be too heavy; otherwise, it would limit our
range of experiments.

What we will do and what we will listen for is based on material laws and the laws of acoustics and can
be described scientifically. But this is not important for us in the first run. In a kind of a little appendix, I
will introduce a book on these topics, but this knowledge will not increase our Experience, this will only
come from attentive listening. To do these experiments more often, and be engaged and listen carefully,
creates a sonic memory and, finally, a personal way of thinking with our ears.
Each space carries an atmosphere which conducts in significant parts our way of feeling and how we
operate. A significant factor in this is playing the auditory domain; it shapes our likes and dislikes. Each
has its unique sound, which varies. These exercises bring us closer to an idea of why we hear what we
hear and how it makes us feel.
we will experiment in 3 different ways:
stone/pebble meets objects
a stone/pebble falls on surfaces
stone/pebble meets an arranged situation (to investigate an aspect in more specific ways)

stone/pebble meets objects
We treat our little pebble as an old friend who comes by the first time, and we show him around. His
materiality and his hardness produce a perfect small impulse hitting different materials. These little, very
light hits make the materials and objects speak. Let's say we start with our doors and windows. Soon we
will realize that it makes a big difference where we perform the little click/hit on the glass surface or the
door blade. We will recognize that different window sizes of the same design speak differently. From the
glass panels, we move on to explore the frames….., and from there, we continue to cabinets and other
objects. And again, we perceive the sound change in where and what type of material our pebble hits.

After a while, we start to imagine how it will sound before making an item speak with the help of our
little pebble. We will realize that the same materials (for example, wood) have a lot in common in the
way they are sounding, but still, it can sound very different according to their size and form.

a stone/ pebble falls on a surface
Here we explore the different acoustics of a room besides other materials. When we let our pebble fall
more or less from the same height in separate rooms with the same or different surfaces, we start to
hear how space speaks based on its shape and materiality. Are the reflections amplifying or dampening
it? Is the room coloring the sound? And again, many things are there to experience and to play with, to
be perceived, and to recognize.

stone/pebble encounters an arranged situation (to investigate a sounding aspect more specifically)
By letting the pebble fall or gently hitting different objects, ideas and questions came up, so we will be
eager to investigate some ideas more thoroughly, combining our previous methods into little
experiments. For example, we realized that the surface beneath an object plays an essential role in how
the item sounds when it gets hit. To investigate this further, we think up a specific experiment, like
comparing the sound produced when the stone gently hits an object laying on the hard surface of a
kitchen table and secondly when a towel is dampening it in between the object and the table surface,
etc., etc..

These little exercises act as an entrance into the endless variety of experiments you can do. You must not
take it as a strict manual. It should just make you start to investigate your personal sound space with
your ears and have a good and inspired time by doing it.
It is essential that our imagination leads us and that the game forecasting the change in the sound is part
of this exercise. By doing this, we will develop a kind of an inner ear and the ability to hear the sounding
properties of objects and spaces and to feel their inherent atmospheres in advance - which allows us to
act more according to our needs.
For sure, I would love it if it became a more regular practice for you to listen consciously to the sounds
around you caused by your action or by someone else's.
Sound is energy in the form of vibration, and all vibrations are a movement of matter, and this is why
listening is direct communication with the concrete aspects of space and life. And maybe one of the
most important lessons - which comes with each listening practice - is that listening tells a very different
story from looking, which we are so used to and dominated by.

appendix
Here I would like to introduce you to a book which will give you all the insight one would need to become an expert
in auditory experiences and how they have specific effects on our wellbeing and our minds:
Sonic Experience - A Guide to Everyday Sounds by Jean Francois Augoyard and Henry Torgue /McGill-Queen's
University Press ISBN-10:0-7735-2942-x
In a multidisciplinary work spanning musicology, electro-acoustic composition, architecture, urban studies,
communication, phenomenology, social theory, physics, and psychology, Jean-François Augoyard, Henry Torgue,
and their associates at the Centre for Research on Sonic Space and the Urban Environment (CRESSON) in Grenoble,
France, provide an alphabetical sourcebook of eighty sonic/auditory effects. Their accounts of sonic effects such as
echo, anticipation, vibrato, and wha-wha integrate information about the objective physical spaces in which sounds
occur with cultural contexts and individual auditory experience. Sonic Experience attempts to rehabilitate general
acoustic awareness, combining accessible definitions and literary examples with more in-depth technical
information for specialists.
Jean-François Augoyard, a philosopher, urban planner, and musicologist, is the founder of CRESSON-CNRS (National
Scientific Research Centre) at the School of Architecture in Grenoble.
Henry Torgue, a sociologist and urban planner, is a researcher at CRESSON and an author, pianist, and composer.s

This score is an invitation to rediscover the personal living space (your home). We have long
since developed our habits of where and how we move in our rooms, where we prefer to stand,
sit, lie. 100 steps in steps wants to bring new perspectives into your habitual behavior.
The score starts at the entrance door. Its design is to repeat at least once, or as often as
necessary until the starting point (entrance door) is passed once.
Follow the course of the wall on your right side, whether it leads you into a new room, upstairs
or downstairs. Windows and doors to the outside are breathing holes for light and air and do
not change the path. Stay inside!
The score is played barefoot or - if necessary - with socks to feel the ground in its materiality,
temperature, and flatness.
Choose a tempo so that the rhythm remains the same, even with different step lengths.
Each walking phase of 10 steps follows an equally long phase of standing with both feet firmly
on the ground. The gaze remains just as still as the body; only the ears open wide.
Then draw the shape of the path you have walked and emphasize the spots where you have
stopped.

katrinem May, 2020

Listening at home
I grew up in a house near a pond and brook, immersed in the life of this water. I sat still and
listened for a frog croaking or slipping into the water, or a fish jumping, a turtle slipping into the
pond from a rock. These were some of my favorite sounds. Then, in winter there was ice
breaking across the pond if you stepped on it a little too early to skate, a fantastic sound. My
first recordings were of the mesmerizing talks of our brook. I fell in to the water listening too
often as a child. A friend fluent in Japanese once told me of the many Japanese words for water
falling down a stream, onomatopoeic words like shishi odashi, a bamboo and rock balancing act
in a stream which I first heard in a Kyoto rock garden. It was a wonderful aperiodic knock when
the bamboo pipe filled with water and hit the rock, in contrast to the sound of the brook it was
placed in.
The most musical memory of my childhood sounds was when my father picked up discarded
wooden organ pipes and threw them in the fireplace. What beautiful voices came out of the
fire!
Growing up on the Hudson River palisades in the late afternoon I listened to birds calling from
crevices in a rock quarry. That became the site of my first film.
After college I became a New York City apartment dweller. Late at night, that first hot summer in
Manhattan, from the roof I would hear the buildings refract with sounds from m80 fireworks or
better, distant playground swings sing at 3 am. When parades gathered under our windows all
the bands rehearsing mixed as they practiced. There were clock towers that rang each hour and
you learned to hear the weather in their voices.
Now in a little house in Sunnyside, listening at home became material in a long wall mural and
sound installation “Relative Fields in a Garden” at the Queens Museum, created with my
daughter, Heidi Howard. Much of my sound was recorded from my garden over a year. At the
museum four seasons play back as you walk along a hundred foot long curved mural of seasons
in an open atrium, the voices shifting, some with sunlight (via sensors processing recordings)
modulating, filtering and mixing the sounds. Here near space and far space come into focus as
in our courtyard garden, and sometimes more like the palisades with this forty foot high wall.
What I love hearing is often as simple as rain playing like percussion on the different leaves of
trees when soft in spring or later, noisy in fall. When the wind comes from a distance you can
hear it play each type of tree. Often I just sit and try to hear the resonance of a bush full of
flowers.
We had the constant sound of trains near our home. At night you heard them from far away.
Now, with so many fewer cars, planes and trains, I hear less of the many hums and more
distance and clarity. Each little bird is once again clear in the garden. These days it is the baby
mockingbirds learning their songs which have my attention as they learn to voice and articulate.

I could speak of sounds and how they layer and mingle in the air, in our ears, as these spring
flies and bees surround me here in the sun. As I wake I often listen to how a sound travels and
shifts with temperature, wind, and humidity, and I guess the weather in the dark by these
observations. Our senses tell us so much if we are present and still and open.
My husband and I took a walk in our masks and realized how difficult it is to hear with the shape
of your face changed and your cheeks so softly covered. We are learning to hear in these new
faces. During Covid-19 I lost my sense of smell but not taste. Memories of smells filled me and
they were far deeper than I had realized. Loss of smell brought me fear of fire.

I think so much about the many ways we value breathing and being.

Heidi Howard drawing in the garden in Sunnyside

Liz Phillips 2020

Softest Sound:
Search out the softest sound you can hear. Rest in it.
Find the softest sound you can produce with the materials in a favorite room. Explore it, taking
an ear-journey inside it.

Ruth Anderson and Annea Lockwood 1975-76

